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ABSTRACT 
This paper is the first of two papers by both authors on the subject indicated in the title. (Left) 
(right) cyclotomic schemes are association schemes the relations R; of which are {(x, y) 1 y - XE C,}, 
where the C; are the (left) (right) orbits of a given group of units of a finite ring. 
Special emphasis is put on the case of (left) (right) “admissible” rings in which case the eigen- 
values of the scheme can be determined in a simple manner and the left and the right schemes are 
isomorphic to each other’s Tamaschke-Delsarte dual. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In his thesis [6] Delsarte remarks that one can form association schemes over 
finite fields by using the so-called cyclotomy. In [2] these schemes are called 
“cyclotomic schemes”. We shall show how in the same way association 
schemes can be formed over finite rings. If the rings are admissible (cf. defini- 
tion 3.2) then several “nice” properties can be derived. 
For the etymology of the word cyclotomy we refer to Storer’s book [9]. 
This paper is the first of two papers by both authors on this subject. Here 
we consider the general properties of cyclotomic schemes, and in the second 
paper [7] we apply the theory to cyclotomic schemes over commutative, ad- 
missible rings. 
By N we denote the set of the natural numbers and by 2 the ring of integers. 
The ring of the integers modulo u shall be denoted by Z,, while C will denote 
the field of complex numbers. The finite field with q elements is denoted by 
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GF(q). U, n EN where, most of the time, o denotes the number of elements of 
a ring or a group and n is chosen such that n + 1 is the number of relations of 
a given scheme. 
Also the notation of Delsarte as it was introduced for association schemes in 
[6] shall be used. This implies the use of a few peculiar notations: if P is any 
complex entity (number, vector, etc.) then P* denotes the complex conjugate 
of P and if S is a set then S* denotes the set of all complex conjugates of the 
elements of S. 
2. ASSOCIATION SCHEMES 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let u and n be natural numbers and let X be a set with o 
elements. Let R = {R,, R,, . . . , R,} be a family of n + 1 binary relations on X. 
The pair (X, R) will be called an association scheme with n classes (also called 
an n-scheme) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. the family R is a partition of X2 and R0 is the diagonal (equality) 
relation; 
2. for any in (0, 1, . . ..n} the inverse R;‘= ((y,x) 1 (x,y)~ Ri) of the relation 
Ri belongs to R; the index of the relation R,:’ is denoted by iR; 
3. for i,j,k.5{0,1,..., n} the so-called intersection numbers 
P$= I{zEX/ (X,Z)ERiv(Z,Y)ERj}l 
are independent of the choice of (x, y) E R,; 
4. for all i,j,ke (0, 1, . . . . n} we have pb=p$. 
For an overview of the properties of association schemes the reader is refer- 
red to [l, 2,6]. Association schemes as they are used in this report are called in 
[II “commutative” association schemes. 
For every i the number p& is called the valency of Ri and is denoted by Ui. 
An association scheme (X, R) is called symmetric if all its relations are sym- 
metric, i.e. i=iR for all i, otherwise it is called non-symmetric. 
Let (X, R) be an n-scheme. We suppose that there has been defined on X 
some fixed, but arbitrary, ordering of the elements of X. Let x1,x2, . . . ,x, be 
the elements of X then for O~iln the adjacency matrix Di of the relation R; 
is described by Dj(j, k) = 1 if (xj,~k) E Ri and Di(j, k) = 0 otherwise. 
The matrices Dj span an (n + 1)-dimensional algebra over C: the Bose- 
Mesner algebra of (X, R). This algebra consists of commuting, normal 
matrices, and so the vector space C” decomposes as the orthogonal, direct sum 
of maximal common eigenspaces of all the matrices of this algebra. The number 
of these eigenspaces is n + 1. These eigenspaces are called the maximal common 
eigenspaces of (X, R). 
We denote these eigenspaces by vi, i E { 41, . . . , n} . The eigenvalue of Di on 
V, is denoted by Pi(k) and dim(V,) by ,&. The numbers & are called the 
multiplicities of (X, R). 
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With 5 its complex conjugate c* is also a maximal common eigenspace of 
(X,R). The index of U;* will be denoted by iV. 
We define now the following matrices: 
l the (n + 1) x (n + 1)-matrix P with (i,j)-entry P(i); 
l the (n + 1) x (n + 1)-matrix Li with (k,j)-entry pi. 
Note that the row-sum of Lj is ui_ The matrix P is non-singular, hence there 
is a matrix Q such that PQ= uZ, where Z is the identity matrix. The matrix P 
is called the first eigenvalue matrix and the matrix Q is called the second eigen- 
value matrix. The (i,j)-entry of Q will be denoted by Q,(i). The following 
holds. 
(I) PO(i)=QO(i)=l, Pi(O)=Ui, Q,(O)=/ti 
and 
(2) Pi,(.Z)=fi(j,)=Pi*(j), Qi,(j)=Qi(j~)=Qi*(j>* 
Let (X,R) and (Y,S) be association schemes then these schemes are said to 
be isomorphic if there exists a bijection @ :X-+ Y such that the map w : R+S 
defined by W(Ri) = {(@4x), G(y)) 1 (x3 Y) E RiI is also a bijection. The fact that 
(X, R) and (Y,S) are isomorphic will be denoted by (X, R)G (Y,S). 
The schemes are said to be isospectral if for a suitable numbering of the 
relations and the eigenspaces both schemes have the same first eigenvalue 
matrix. 
Let (X, R) and (RI?) be two association schemes with eigenvalue matrices 
P, Q and p, & respectively. (X, R) and (X, i?) are called formally dual if for a 
certain numbering of the relations and the eigenspaces of both (X, R) and (X, Z?) 
it holds that P = & *. Note that in such cases also P = Q * holds. 
If (X, R) is formally dual with itself, that is if P = Q * for a certain numbering, 
then (X, R) is called formally self-dual. In that case that numbering is called a 
regular numbering. 
Remark that if (X, R) and (%,a) are formally dual schemes then these 
schemes are isospectral if and only if one of the schemes is formally self-dual. 
In that case the other scheme is also formally self-dual. 
LEMMA 2.2. Two association schemes (X, R) and (X, R) are formally dual if 
and only if there is a numbering of the relations and the eigenspaces of both 
schemes uch that 
1. viz/ii for all i and 
2. rSjPi(j)= viPj(i) for all i and j. 
Here the parameters with a tilde - are the parameters of (X, 8). 
Zf (X, R) and (A?, R) are formally dual then in = ip and iy= iE for all i in the 
above mentioned numbering. 
PROOF. Suppose the conditions 1. and 2. are fulfilled. Then by the well-known 
property pi Pj(i) = UjQi*(j) we have 
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~:(j,=~3(i)=~~pi(j)=pi(j) 
J J 1 
for all i and j. So P= & *. The proof of the converse of the first part is left to 
the reader. 
Using P= &* and the formulas (2) one easily derives for any given i that 
@j(i,-) = @(iv) for all j. If i,- # iy then two rows of the non-singular matrix & 
would be equal, a contradiction. 0 
An association scheme (X, R) is called imprimitive if some union of relations 
is an equivalence relation distinct from Re and XXX. Otherwise it is called 
primitive. 
The next lemma is mentioned for easy reference; see [l, Theorem 4.61. 
LEMMA 2.3. An n-scheme (X, R) is imprimitive if and only if for a suitable 
numbering of the relations there is a number t (1 it< n) such that pz=O if 
llilt, lljlt and t<ksn. 
3. ADMISSIBILITY OF RINGS 
In this paper we denote by F a finite ring with identity 1~0, and by U or 
U(F) the (multiplicative) group of all units in F. F+ is the additive group of F. 
The (Jacobson) radical of the ring F, denoted by Rad(F) or Rad, is defined 
as the intersection of all maximal right (left) ideals. F is called semi-simple if 
Rad(F) = (0) and local if F/Rad(F) is a (finite) field. 
For an overview of finite ring theory we refer to [8]. 
In this paper the characters of Ff play an important role. 
Let X be an abelian group of finite order. A character of X is a function 
x:X-+C such that 
1. x(x+y)=x(x)x(y) for all x,y~X, 
2. x(x)#O for some XEX. 
The character x of X such that x(x) = 1 for all XEX is called the principal 
character. 
The product x1 x2 of the characters x1 and x2 is defined as (x,x2)(x)= 
x1(x)x2(x) for all XEX. In this way the set of the characters of X becomes a 
group, which is isomorphic to X. 
REMARK 3.1. When dealing with the characters of F+ we denote the group of 
characters by Q. 
For any character x of F+ the set Ker(x) = {XE F+ 1 x(x) = l} denotes the 
kernel of x. 
If we denote the elements of F+ by x1,x2, .. . ,xu then for a character x of F+ 
we form the vector ~~=(x(x,), .. . ,x(x,,))=. 
If Xl,..., x0 are the elements of 52 then it is well-known that the character 
matrix 
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is non-singular. Clearly the columns of K are the vectors sz and the vectors zz 
where x runs through Q form a basis for C”. 
For a character x of I;+ and an element a~ F we define the following 
characters: @‘)x by ‘“)X(X) =&IX) for all XE F+ and x@) by x’“‘(x) =x(xa) for 
all XE I;+. 
Of course, (O)x =x(O) is the principal character and (l)x =x(l) =x. 0 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let x be any character of F+. Then we define subgroups Qi 
and Qi of Q as follows. SzL = {@)x 1 a E F} and Q2; = {x@) 1 a E F}. 
We say x is Ieft admissible if Qi = 52 and right admissible if Ql =Q. A 
character which is both left admissible and right admissible will be called ad- 
missible. 
A ring which has at least one left admissible character will be called a left ad- 
missible ring; in the same way a right admissible ring is defined. 
A ring which has at least one left admissible character and at least one right 
admissible character will be called an admissible ring. 
REMARK 3.3. Admissibility is treated in [4,5]. There one can find that a 
character x of F4 is left (right) admissible if and only if the only principal 
right (left) ideal contained in Ker(x) is the ideal (0). 
Of course fields are admissible, but there are many other rings which are 
(left) admissible. Among these are the semi-simple rings, rings with one or two 
minimal (left) ideal(s) and rings which are the direct sum of (left) admissible 
rings. 
Commutative rings are admissible if and only if every local direct summand 
has exactly one minimal ideal. 
There are, however, many not (left) admissible rings. E.g. local rings with 
more than one (left) minimal ideal are not (left) admissible. Hence the ring 
GF(2)[x, y]/(x2, y2, xy, xy -yx) is not admissible. 0 
4. CYCLOTOMIC SCHEMES 
Let X be a finite, commutative (additive) group of order u and let G be a 
fixed subgroup of the group of automorphisms Aut(X) of X. 
Apparently G acts as a group of permutations on the set X. By this action 
X will be partitioned into orbits C; (i = 91, . . . , n) for a certain n. We choose 
the numbering such that Co = (0). 
We define on X the set R(G) of relations Ro, . . . , R, by (x, y) E R, if and only 
if Y-XECi for i=O, 1, . . . . n. 
The scheme (X, Z?(G)) is a so-called translation association scheme. (One calls 
for a finite, abelian group X a scheme (X, R) a translation (association) scheme 
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if for all R,ER we have (x,y)~Ri implies (x+z,y+z)~R~; cf. [l, pp. 53,541 
and [2, p. 651.) 
DEFINITION 4.1. The scheme (X,R(G)) described above will be called the 
association scheme (over the group X) induced by the group G. 
We take now for the group X the additive group I;’ of a ring F, and for G 
a group of automorphisms described below. 
l G is a fixed subgroup of U(F) and the elements ge G will be regarded as 
inducing automorphisms of F+ in two ways, either by considering them as 
left multiplications defining g’(x) = gx or as right multiplications defining 
g’(x) =xg; the resulting groups of automorphisms of F+ will be denoted 
by G’ and G’, respectively. 
l Let x0 E F then {gxe 1 g E G} is called an orbit of G’ (also a left orbit of G) 
and (xeg ) g E G} is called an orbit of G’ (also a right orbit of G). 
We shall denote the orbits of G’ by C/ (i E { 0, 1, . . . , n’}) where nr + 1 is 
the number of those orbits and we shall denote the orbits of G’ by C: 
(ie (41, . ..) n’}) where n’t 1 is the number of those orbits. 
We adopt the conventions: C/, = Ci = (0) and C:= Ci= G, unless other- 
wise stated. 
l In accordance with the introduction to Definition 4.1 two sets of binary 
relations on F+ are defined: 
1. R(G’), consisting of the relations Rh, . . . . R$ where (x, y) E R! if and 
only if y - XE C/; 
2. R(G’), consisting of the relations R,‘, . . . , R$ where (x, y) E R/ if and 
only if y-xEC:. 
DEFINITION 4.2. The association scheme (F+,R(G’)) induced by the group 
G’ will be called the left cyclotomic scheme over the ring F (induced by the 
group G). 
The association scheme (F+, R(G’)) induced by the group G’ will be called 
right cyclotomic scheme over the ring F (induced by the group G). 
Often we shall denote the cyclotomic scheme (F+, R(G’)) just by (F, R(G’)) 
or by (F, R’). Most of the time parameters of (F, R(G’)) will be provided with 
a superscript ‘. E.g. the multiplicities of the scheme (F, R’) are denoted by ,u;. 
It goes nearly without saying that most of the statements on a left cyclotomic 
scheme can be transformed into a statement on a right cyclotomic scheme by 
interchanging the words “left” and “right” and the superscripts “I” and “r” 
in such a statement. Therefore we shall formulate, where it is possible, the 
properties only for left cyclotomic schemes. 
For commutative rings we have (F, R’) = (F, Rr) and in those cases we shall 
not use the superscript “I”. 
Most cyclotomic schemes are imprimitive according to Lemma 4.5. In order 
to prove this we need a definition and a theorem. 
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DEFINITION 4.3. Let X be an abelian group and let G be a group of auto- 
morphisms of X, then a subgroup Y of X is called G-invariant if a(Y)C Y for 
every a E G. The G-invariant subgroups (0) and X are called trivial. 
THEOREM 4.4. The association scheme (X, R(G)) over the abelian group X 
with respect o a group G of automorphisms is imprimitive if and only if X con- 
tains a non-trivial G-invariant subgroup. 
PROOF. Let C; (i=O, 1, . . . . n) denote the orbits of G. 
We shall show that there exists a non-trivial G-invariant subgroup of X if and 
only if the conditions on the pz of Lemma 2.3 hold for (X, R(G)). Remark that 
the equation x+y = z, with XE C;, y E Cj and z E C,, has no solutions if and 
only if pi = 0. 
Suppose that C is a non-trivial G-invariant subgroup of X, hence for a 
suitable numbering of the relations C = C, U C, U ..a U C, for some t (1 I t < n). 
Let ilt, j<t and k>t then XEC, and Y~Cj implies that x+y~C and 
therefore x+ y $ C, implying p$ = 0. 
Conversely, if for the scheme (X,R(G)) the conditions of Lemma 2.3 hold 
we havep$=O if llilt, lsjst and t<kln for some tin a suitable num- 
bering of the relations. Let C= C, U C, U ..-UC,. Thenifx,yEC(xEC;and 
y E Cj, say) the element x+y of X does not belong to C, for k> t, hence 
x + y E C implying that C is a non-trivial G-invariant subgroup of X. 0 
The assertions of the next lemma are easily checked. The fact that (F, R’) is 
imprimitive if F is not a field is an easy consequence of Theorem 4.4. 
LEMMA 4.5. The left cyclotomic scheme (F, R(G’)) has the following prop- 
erties. 
1. The scheme is symmetric if and only if - 1 E G. 
2. Gin U(F) is either equal to Cl or 0. 
3. Let U(F)=CiU.--UC; then o’,=...=v~=IGi; if F is a field then 
v, = . . . = v,. 
4. vf 1 vi for all i. 
5. The number of solutions of the equation x f y = c with c E CL and fixed, 
XE C;, y E C{ is pi and the number of solutions of the equation x+ y = z 
with XEC/, yECJ’andzECL is vips. 
6. If z E U(F) and we define for all i, C$= Cfz then p& =pi for all i, j 
and k. 
7. Every left ideal of F is a G/-invariant subgroup of I;+. 
8. If F is not a field then (F,R’) is imprimitive. 
If Z is an ideal of F then a group GC U acts by multiplication as a group of 
automorphisms on the additive group Z+ of I. Therefore (Z,R(G’)) is an as- 
sociation scheme. 
If F is the direct sum of the ideals Z,,Z2, . . . , Zk one would expect a relation 
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between the scheme (F,R(G’)) and the schemes (Z;,Z?(G’)). However, this 
relation is not very strict, as is shown in [4]. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Let F be a commutative, semi-simple ring with exactly two 
proper ideals I, and Z2 and let G be a subgroup of U. We denote the idem- 
potent and a primitive element of Zj by ei and yi, respectively. Obviously there 
are prime powers qi such that IZj / = qi. We choose natural ni such that ni 1 qi - 1 
and define J by qi = nifi + 1. Let 
where k( 1) = 2 and k(2) = 1. 
Then, as one easily checks, G is a subdirect product of G,(ni) and G2(n2) if 
and only if for i = 1,2 the scheme (Zi, R(G)) is an ni-scheme. In that case if ZZi 
is the group of the non-zero ni-th powers in GF(qi) we have 
(Zi, R(G))s (GF(qi)* R(Hi))* 
Also, if e = [U : G], then e = dn, n2 for some d 1 gcd(f,,f2) and (F, R(G)) is an 
(e + n, + n,)-scheme. 
In [7, Theorem 5.141 the case e= 1 is considered and in [4] we considered the 
case e=2. 0 
Let x be a character of F+ then for the orbits of G we define 
f$(x> =C x(x) and cl(x) = C x(x). 
MC,! EC,' 
LEMMA 4.7. For (F, R(G’)) we have the following. 
1. B!((“‘x) = O/(@)X) for ail iE (0, 1 , . . . , n’} if a and b belong to the same 
right orbit of G. 
2. The vectors of the set {s,, 1 cp = @‘)x, a E CI}, for any orbit CJ of G’, span 
a common eigenspace of the adjacency matrices of (F,R’) belonging to 
the eigenvalues 6!((“‘x) with a E C;. 
PROOF. Let b = ag for gc G. Then 
f3,/((b)~) = C @‘)X(X) = C x(bx) = C x(agx) 
Xc: EC: XCC,! 
= C x(ax) = C (“)x(x) = .!$(@)x). 
EC; EC: 
This completes the proof of 1. 
For 2. we have to show that of&V = 6’/(p)zq with q~ =@)x and a E Cj’. But this 
is an easy exercise. 0 
If one chooses in the preceding lemma a “wrong” character (e.g. x is the 
principal character) not all of the eigenspaces of (F, R’) are found. So one has 
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to restrict the choice of the characters. And here the important notion of ad- 
missibility introduced in Definition 3.2 comes at hand. 
REMARK 4.8. Consider for (F,R(G’)) the subspaces H$ of C” spanned by the 
vectors of (TV 1 a, = @)x, a E Cj’}. 
By Remark 3.1 the vectors &, with a, = (‘)x and QE F, form a basis for C” 
if and only if x is left admissible. So 
if and only if x is left admissible. 
Lemma 4.7 now provides the fact that if x is left admissible then the numbers 
8,(t”)x) run through the eigenvalues of (F, R(G’)) if i runs through (41, . . . , n’} 
and a through F. Clearly, in this case, every maximal common eigenspace of 
(F,R(G’)) is the direct sum of a number of well-chosen Wj. 0 
THEOREM 4.9. Let F be a left admissible ring and let x be a left admissible 
character of Fi. 
For (F, R(G’)) the following holds. 
1. n’? n’ and if F is admissible nr = nl. 
2. If n’=nr=n then the following holds. 
(a) For jE (0, 1,2 ,..., n) the subspace of C” spanned by the vectors of 
the set {TV 1 v, = (@x, b E cl}, is a maximal common eigenspace of 
(F, R(G’)). 
(b) The eigenvalues corresponding to the subspace described in (a) are 
B/((“‘x) for ie {0, 1, . . . . n} with be Cl’. 
PROOF. Because x is left admissible we have, in the setting of Remark 4.8, 
C”= W,@ W, @ ... @ W,,. By the general theory of association schemes the 
number of the eigenspaces Wj is at least n’+ 1. This implies dzn’. 
If F is admissible n’z nr also holds and so n’= n’ in that case. 
If nr= n’ then the number of the classes of (F, R’) equals the number of the 
maximal eigenspaces of (F, R’). Now the results of the theorem are easily 
derived. 0 
Notice that in admissible rings the number n’+ 1 of orbits of the group G’ 
equals the number n’+ 1 of orbits of the group G’. 
This, however, is not generally true in arbitrarily chosen rings, as shows the 
ring Z,[x, y]/(x2, y’,xy) where x and y are not commuting. For the group 
G={l,l+x} one finds n’=ll and nr=9. 
Still the condition n’=n’ can hold for all groups in a ring which is neither 
left nor right admissible nor commutative. For more details cf. [4,5]. 
As a preparation for.Theorem 4.12 and Section 5 we stipulate in the next 
remark how we shall number the relations and the eigenspaces of both (F, R’) 
and (F,R’). (For the relations this is in accordance with the introduction to 
Definition 4.2.) 
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REMARK 4.10. Let F be an admissible ring with identity and let (F,R(G’)) 
and (F,R(G’)) be, respectively, the left and the right cyclotomic scheme over 
F induced by the group Cc U(F). As always Ci = CL= (0) and C[ = C; = G. 
According to [5] every left or right admissible character of an admissible ring 
is an admissible character (that is a character which is both left and right admis- 
sible). Let x be a fixed admissible character of F+. 
Define n by n =n’= n’ then we number the relations and eigenspaces as 
follows. 
l For (F,R(G’)): 
- R(G’) consists of the relations RA, Ri, . . . , Rk, where for all i we have 
that (x, y) E Ri/ if and only if y-x E C;, 
- the maximal common eigenspaces are VJ, V/, . . . , V,’ and for all j the 
vectors of (& 1 v, = @)X, b E CJr} span $. 
l For (F,R(G’)): 
- R(G’) consists of the relations R&R;, . . . , Ri, where for all i we have 
that (x, y) E RL if and only if y-x E C;, 
- the maximal common eigenspaces are V& Vi, ,.. , VL and for all j the 
vectors of {TP ( er =xcb), bE C;j span q. 
Note that we used for both the left and the right scheme the same character 
x. Of course this is not necessary in general, but it is in Theorem 4.12. 
Notice also that the numbering of the left and the right orbits can be chosen 
independently from each otherin general. This is certainly no longer true in the 
case that one is dealing with formally self-dual schemes (see Theorem 4.12 and 
Example 4.13). 0 
LEMMA 4.11. In the setting of Remark 4.10 for i, j E {0,1,2, .. . , n) the fol- 
lowing hold. 
1. o~=&=IC~\ and u~=p~=IC~). 
2. P,‘(j) = 61/(cb)x) with b E Cj’. 
3 P’(j) = B:(x’~‘) with b E C! * I I 1’ 
PROOF. The lemma is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.9 and Remark 
4.10. 0 
THEOREM 4.12. Let @ be an admissible ring. Then the schemes (F,R(G’)) 
and (F,R(G’)) are formally dual and for the numbering implied by Remark 
4.10 it holds that P’= (Qr)*. 
PROOF. An admissible ring has admissible characters; see also Remark 4.10. 
Let x be an admissible character of F+. 
Consider the conditions of Lemma 2.2. From Lemma 4.11 it follows that 
of =,$. Now by the same Lemma 4.11 with a E C; and b E Cj’ 
P,‘(j) 81((b)~) 
-T- =I= 
C,,c; x@x) = C,,, x@m) 
vi vi 0; 4 
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c = xcc; x(xa) pi’(i) =- 
Vj Vj 
yielding the second condition of Lemma 2.2 (we used vi= vi= IG 1). 0 
EXAMPLE 4.13. Let F = GF(2)[x, y] /(xy, x2 - yx, y2 - yx) . Supposing that x 
and y are not commuting one sees that F is a non-commutative, local ring. F 
is admissible (the ring has the unique minimal two-sided ideal (yx)). F+ has as 
a GF(2)-vector space a basis (1, x, y, yx). So 1 F I= 16. 
Let G be the cyclic group generated by 1 +x then the left orbits of G are map- 
ped onto its right orbits by the linear map Q defined by e(1) = 1, Q(X) =x, 
e(y) =x+y, I =yx. Hence the formally dual symmetric 7-schemes 
(F,R(G’)) and (F,R(G’)) are isomorphic. So one has to expect that both 
schemes are formally self-dual. 
In order to get a regular numbering for (F,R(G’)) one has to choose the 
orbits such that IC/j = lC;i f or all i. Indeed if one numbers the left and the 
right orbits as follows: 
. C;= {0}, C;=G, C;=G(l+y), C;=Gx, C;=G(x+y), C;=Gy, Cl= 
G(y +yx), Cj = Gyx and 
. C,r={O}, C[=G, C;=(l+y)G, C,‘=xG, C,r=yG, C,‘=(x+y)G, C,r= 
(x+y+yx)G, C;=yxG 
then for the (admissible) character x defined by x(1)=x(x) =x(y) = 1 and 
x(yx)= -1 it is easy to calculate the eigenvalues of (F,R(G’)) (using P,‘(j)= 
B!(@‘x), with b E Cr for i j E (0 , , . . . ,7}). One finds (P’)2 = 161, implying that 1
(k’,R(G’)) is form&y se;-dual. 0 
5. THE TAMASCHKE-DELSARTE DUAL OF A CYCLOTOMIC SCHEME OVER AN 
ADMISSIBLE RING 
Let X be an abelian group and 52 its character group. Let (X,R) be a trans- 
lation n-scheme. Define Ni = {XE X 1 (0,x) ER;} then, of course, (x, y) E Ri if 
and only if y -xeNi. As usual in this paper we denote the maximal eigen- 
spaces of (X,R) by 5. 
Now we define on Q a set of relations ‘5X = {BO, .Bi, . . . , CRn} as follows: 
(0, cp) E Wi if and only if zV E F with q = 0-i p. 
Let Jy;: = {q E Q ( za E vi> then the above can be summarized as follows: 
Pi(j)= C q(X) with ~EJ$. 
XEN, 
The following theorem and its proof can be found in [2, Theorem 2.10.10]. 
THEOREM 5.1. In the above setting. For any translation n-scheme (X, R) with 
valencies Vi, multiplicities ,uj, and eigenmatrices P, Q the pair (Q !I?) is a trans- 
lation n-scheme with valencies vi =/.I;, multiplicities pj = Ujv and first and 
second eigenmatrix P’ = Q and Q’ = P, respectively. 
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DEFINITION 5.2. The scheme (Q9I) found in Theorem 5.1 is called the 
(Tamaschke-Delsarte) dual of (X, R). 
Now we turn to cyclotomic schemes. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let F be an admissible ring and let G a subgroup of U. Sup- 
pose that Q is the character group of Ft. 
Then the dual scheme (Q, !ll) of the left scheme (F, R(G’)) is isomorphic to 
the right scheme (I;. R(G’)). 
PROOF. Choose in Q an admissible character x then we can write every 
element of Q as (‘)x for an appropriately chosen aEF. 
Let %= {WO,&!e,, . .. . 9?e,} then (0, rp) E %?; if and only if, with q = cY1 p, we 
have zfl E c, where c is spanned by the vectors of the set {TV / t = @‘)x, b E C,!‘}. 
If w = @)x and v = (b)~ then we see that (0,~) E Zi if and only if (a, b) E RJ. 
Now if we map X onto Q by a --+ @)x then it is immediate that (F, R(G’)) and 
(a,$?) are isomorphic. Cl 
By Theorem 5.3 the dual of a cyclotomic scheme is isomorphic to a 
cyclotomic scheme. The fact that the scheme (Q, $I), considered in Theorem 5.3, 
is a cyclotomic scheme can be derived more directly by providing the group 52 
with a ring structure. 
To this end choose x as in the proof of Theorem 5.3 and define 
. Wx + Wx = (a+ b)./, 
. Wx x WX = WX_ 
The principal character of F+ is the zero element of Q(+, X) and x is its 
identity. As rings Q(+, x)zF. (Note that the now defined addition in 52 is just 
the ordinary character multiplication x1 x2 described earlier in this paper.) 
Obviously for the group to form the scheme dual to (F, R’) one has to 
choose {o 1 w =@)x, g E G} and consider the right orbits of this group. 
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